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Operations Dept.:
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Hotel Liaison:
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Publicity Dept.:
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Food Suite:
Bar Suite:
Purchasing:
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Linda Winks, Cat Barth
Jo Conway
Jo Conway
Jo Conway, Carrie Franklin
Jo Conway
Patrick Rainbolt, Tabitha Harris
Cheshire, Grim
Trace Hagemann
MelRoy
Shell Franklin
Jason Winks, Kurt Kessler
Maud’Dib, Eeks
Dan Terry, Chris Kernigan
Green Nipple
Apotheosis Sin Jones, Hope McTigue
Barfleet, Shancara
Lt Coco
Smurf
CONcoction
http://www.clevelandconcoction.org/
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Guests of Honor
Philo Barnhart is a professional film
animator from Oak Park, IL, known for his work on featurelength films: The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, The
Rescuers Down Under, The Secret of NIMH, Happily Ever
After, An American Tail, and special effects for Star Trek: The
Motion Picture. Philo worked many animated TV shows and
video games including The Smurfs, Scooby Doo, Jem and the
Holograms, Space Ace, Dragons Lair, and many more. He
worked on consumer products for several years with Disney,
and to this day you can still find his artwork still being used on
toys, books, home electronics/appliances, apparel, and posters.
Philo's parent Dale Barnhart and Phyllis Barnhart were both
animators at Disney's animation studios. Growing up watching
the magic of art become animation, he spends his life
continuing the tradition of making stories come to life through
art. Currently Philo is working with Silver Phoenix
Entertainment Inc. His latest comic title is WHISPERS FROM
THE VOID.

Charles D. Moisant, is a
comic book artist, writer, and the creative director
of Silver Phoenix Entertainment (a 100% female
owned company). Charles has been publishing
comic books since 1991, starting with Kremin.
Silver Phoenix Entertainment works with many
artists, printing comic titles like Myth Told Tales
by Robert Asprin and Jody Lynn Nye, Mystery
Manor Haunted Theatre, and Whispers from the
Void. Charles is also known for his Roller Derby
Drama, which is loosely based on the Chicago
Outfit Roller Derby Team. Charles can usually be
found on his roller skates at Silver Phoenix
Entertainment promoting some of the newer titles
such as 'Whispers from The Void' where all
monsters are reflections of the Seven Deadly
Sins. Philo Barnhart is drawing the second issue. Some of his works currently in production include 'Zombie Annihilation’,
where Doctor Zarvin is working with local heroes from Chicago to save the world from zombies; 'Danni and Dayna in Dino
World' in which two Woman: IDA DANNI, a modern day military refueling pilot, and Dayna Onli, an African-American
woman from Chicago 1902, are trapped 65 million years ago. Working against them are intelligent dinosaurs, lizard people,
and the Atlantians a space-faring race who are stealing the world’s only major resource: Magik; and 'Thunder World' a story
about three giant robots and a giant monster learning how to work with each other and saving the world, which is being
written by him and Doug Rice of Dynamo Joe.
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CHARLES D. MOISANT and PHILO BARNHART
TALK GRAPHIC NOVELS AND GUIDE A LIFE DRAWING SESSIONHang with the artists and learn from the masters! 8pm-9pm Fri
CHARLES D. MOISANTMeet and greet with one of our Guests of Honor 3pm-4pm Sat
PHILO BARNHARTMeet and greet with one of our Guests of Honor 4pm-5pm Sat
GUEST of HONOR DRAWING CLASSLearn techniques and style from a pro! 10am-11:45am Sun
RECEPTION
Costumes, cash bar, large fruit and cheese platter, AND we’ll be joined by our Guests of
Honor Philo Barnhart and Charles Moisant! Come mingle and hit the cash bar while the
Bar Suite is closed down to prep for their big party. Costume prizes will be awarded
towards the end of the reception 7-9pm Saturday. Barbase Party immediately afterward.
BREAKFAST BUFFETS
The hotel offers excellent meals, but it is not part of your room charge, you must pay
separate for these excellent values. Please dress appropriately in the restaurant and lobby
areas.
ROOM RATE
The room rate is $90.00/night for DeCONpression attendees if you reserved before the room
block ended. If you have had any misunderstandings with the hotel, please advise convention
staff and we will help get that corrected– book quickly!
SUNDAY CHECKOUT
You have until 11am Sunday to check out with no charge, BUT, you can try to request a late
check out of the hotel when you check in. After 11am, it will be a full day charge if not.
NIGHTLY SWIM
DeCONpression will have a private use of the Swimming pool from midnight to 1:30am
Friday and Saturday. Our staff will be there to help be sure you don’t drown. Please
cooperate as they are working for your safety! Pool is open to all hotel guests until 11pm
UNDER ‘DA SEA POOL PARTY with DeCONia the mermaid!
Last year, Linda wanted to have a special pool party, and we had so much fun, we’re doing it
again! This year the theme is “Under ‘Da Sea” so don’t forget your swimsuits and fins! The
Great Duckie Race will take place in the pool area! You’ll be able to use ANYTHING But
Your Hands to move these guys across the pool!(super soaker, ping pong paddle, flipper,
Barfleet cup, etc!) Winner gets a prize
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ACCESS TO CON ACTIVITIES
Things to remember: The Video room is open to anyone who cares to watch – these are
copyright protected materials, and we are not charging for access to them – HOWEVER –
anyone who does not respect the rights of others and the hotel will be asked to leave for that
reason. The rest of the con activities are restricted to registered MEMBERS ONLY. No one
without a badge should be in any of the other convention rooms or activities. This convention
is not intended as a profit-making event, but we can’t continue to do it if we LOSE money –
please support this position. Late in the evening, you might be partying (we hope!) – have fun,
but remember that others, especially anyone at the hotel not part of the convention, may be
trying to sleep – please act in a manner to preserve the hotel’s position of profitability – we’d
like to come back to this venue, which has been very friendly and accommodating in setting
the convention up, and we’ve assured them that active events will start closing down at 2am,
and quiet down somewhat by midnight. Thanks for your help.
DEALER’S ROOM
Open 3-8pm Fri, 11am-7pm Sat, 11am-2pm Sun (Wright).
MOVIE/GAMING ROOM
Open 1pm-close Fri, 10am-close Sat, 10am-12pm Sun (Snow).
REGISTRATION
3pm-10pm Fri, 10am-9pm Sat, 9am-12pm Sun - (room 267) If you need to register after hours,
a contact number will be posted on the registration door and we will meet you there.
CONSENT AND CUDDLES-LISA
After several years of running the Partying Safely panel at conventions, Lisa realized that the ability
to manage one's own boundaries is the foundational element of staying safe. Whether it's consenting
to physical touch or consenting to that next alcoholic drink, the principles involved(and the skills
required to do it effectively)remain the same. Consent is a popular topic of discussion, and there's
some reason to believe it's not well understood throughout popular culture. Physical touch provides
an excellent workshop tool for practicing how to give, deny, and revoke consent-and how to manage
your feelings when others do those things in relation to you. We'll take a very “training wheels”
approach in the session, and then those who consent will have some time to cuddle with each other.
11Am Saturday Www.holdingspacellc.com
YOGA FOR GEEKSYoga was designed to help people comfortably sit for long periods of time-a thing Geeks do often
while engaged in geeky endeavors like reading books, playing games, or debating the finer
points of their favorite cannon. Come check it out. Note: Unlike some of the classes taught at
DeCON, we'll be following the first rule of yoga, which is “nothing we do should hurt.” With 15
years as a yoga teacher, Lisa is skilled at teaching to the people who show up in a way that
honors where each person is in their body and their practice. 10Am Saturday
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COLORING FOR FUN AND RELAXATION-MARY
Learn easy techniques and enjoy coloring
geeky designs with Color On! Magazine's
founder Mary (aka Fanci'a Snog.) 11am-1pm Sat
http://coloronmag.com/
TANGITUDE JAMS NAIL ART STUDIO:
Stop by the vendor hall (or the con suite in the evening) and Fanci'a Snog will apply fun and
geeky accent nails by Jamberry. Your $2 suggested donation per nail helps support
DeCONpression!
WINE AND CHEESE TASTING hosted by Voldie-Located in the Food ConSuite on Sat 1pm
OPEN/DRUNK CRAFTING hosted by Jason Winks 6:30pm-8pm Sat
LEARN HOW TO HOMEBREW FROM MEAD, WINE AND BEER TO PRISON BOOZEhosted by Ray, the survivor of Linda Winks' BOOMERANG ACTION 6 INCH STILETTOS and the RED
BROOM OF DEATH! We will be learning the basic of brewing and making basic alcohol. There will be an
interactive portion to learn how to make a week alcohol. If you would like to take a concoction home that
you can make yourself, please bring a container or bottle with you. (20 oz bottle, 2 liter bottle, Ball Jar,
Tupperware or even a heavy duty zip lock) 1pm-3pm Sat

TRUE AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION: A Rocky Horror Experience
Hosted By Xen NGU and Chris Stephenson-Friday Doors open at 8:45pm Show at 9:00pm
At the beginning of this cult sensation fans slowly started acting out the movie and singing along. Over time more and more of
the audience would get up to perform and call back or riff and it grew into a large network of organized casts throughout the
world. In the same spirit of those original fans, anyone who attends the show can get up and act out any part they want. This
production is truly for the audience!
Xen NGU: Former member of 6 shadow casts including 4 RHPS casts...her name is not unknown in Ohio Rocky Horror
Infamy. Xen has been doing Rocky for-like-ever and her Rocky Home currently is in Ironton with DownHome Decadence. CoCreator of one of the only two in existence dedicated Hedwig and The Angry Inch Shadow Cast, Gods of the Nile, which
performed for over 2 years. Lately she lives with her cat trying desperately to not turn into the Crazy Cat Lady…
Chris Stephenson is an accomplished Shadowcaster, A current member of Downhome Decadence, founder and Cast Director of
The Midnight Shift and a former member of The Fishnet Mafia for almost a decade. He is also a 2-Star Admiral of the USS
Maximillian and will shortly be publishing his first novel.

Visit DownHome Decadence at https://www.facebook.com/downhomedecadence
QUIPLASH AND PARTY GAMESHosted by Sin 5pm-6pm Sat
Battle Blakes-hosted by Lucas Weese
A take-that conflict card game with two different attack types and a goal to destroy your opponents' Self-Esteem. Each
player will use an imaginary version of Blake as their Character for the game. You will be playing various types of cards
to affect the stats (Verbal Assault, Tough Skin, Wit) of you and your opponents. The length of the game is dictated by the
amount of rounds you choose to play. Each round will have a different Event that will have a global effect and may also
have special effects for a particular Blake. Each player will get one turn during each round where they will either attack
another player using a Verbal Assault or engage in a Battle of Wits. The goal is simple; destroy the Self-Esteem (in a
light hearted fun kind of way) of the other players to become the one true Blake. The player with the highest SelfEsteem at game end is the winner.
www.battleblakes.com
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GUILTY PLEASURES will be hosting three educational panels http://www.guiltypleasures-llc.com
ROPE PLAY hosted by Monkey King and Flirty 9pm-Midnight Fri
Monkey King can be reached at big.green.cheese@gmail.com and Flirty can be reached at
nnicewicz@gmail.com if you have specific requests you would like them to cover during their
class.
ELECTRO PLAY with the VIOLET WAND hosted by Tesla McCoy 12noon-1:30pm Sat
SENSUAL WAX PLAY hosted by Kyrian & Veshkali. 1:30pm-3pm Sat
This presentation is designed to show the more sensual side of the candle (or rather waxpot) as we cover
topics such as the best and worst waxes for the job, some handy tools for application and removal of said
wax and the ever important safety concerns. After this 101 you should have the skills to put your own kit
together and start having fun!

GUILTY PLEASURES STAGE SHOW 8pm-Midnight Sat
THE SCIENCE OF FUTURAMA! hosted by Ethan Dicks 3pm-5pm Sat
ETHAN DICKS
Ethan is a long-time IT Professional in Columbus, Ohio and also teaches electronics,
Printing at the Columbus Idea Foundry http://www.columbusideafoundry.com

microcontrollers, and 3D

PURE ROMANCE-hosted by Rebecca 5pm-9pm Fri
Product demonstration with Rebecca. I do in home parties for adult women. I sell bath, beauty, and massage products as
well as relationship enhancement products.
https://www.pureromance.com/rebeccakernaghan partieswithbecca@gmail.com

MODERN SWING DANCE LESSON WITH MARY AND COREY WINKS
With music coordinated with the first hour of the Sat 9pm Barfleet party so you can learn the moves early
on and then show them off that night! 5pm-6:30pm Sat
Personal Ballroom Dance Instructor - coreyawinks@gmail.com

BARFLEET CAPTAIN’S TABLE GUIDELINESThe Captain's Table guidelines: Seating at any given table is limited. The table will be run by the Captain, or their
appointed representative. There will also be a steward, who is in charge of the selection of the alcohols being served and
will serve as the resident lead or expert. The representative and the steward can be the same person if it happens to work
out that way. The total seating space at the table is 10 people. Minus the Captain and steward, that leaves approximately 8
additional people to be seated at any given table event. If you wish to have a seat at a table, Please arrive approximately
30 minutes before the designated start time with your bottle for the table (This is a participation-sharing event, the
participants provide what is to be tasted). The steward will select the bottles for that particular table seating. Those
selected have a seat. If your bottle is not chosen for that particular table, you are welcome to stick around to enjoy the
commentary and festivities, though any tasting for people standing is generally at the consideration those seated. With the
increase in the number of tables, the duration for each table seating has been reduced to accommodate the additional
seating and the events scheduled in and around those times. If you have a seat at a particular table, please show up on
time, and please be ready to vacate for the next seating, to allow time to reset the table and accessories. We know these
events are popular as both an opportunity to learn and to sample items that might not otherwise be available to an
individual on a regular basis. We thank you for your interest in these events and we hope that these changes will allow
more people to have a chance to enjoy what is rapidly becoming another fine Barfleet tradition
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Convention Rules
1: If you are behaving like an ass by ignoring our staff's gentle but firm warnings, DeCONpression reserves the right to kick your sorry
behind out of the convention, without a refund.
2: DeCONpression is for adults only. All events are restricted to persons 18 years of age or older.
……NO MINORS ALLOWED……
3: You are required to provide valid photo identification, sign a release form, and provide a valid address in order to receive your
convention membership.
4: Attendees are required to wear your convention badge in plain view at all times while at or in convention functions. If you lose your
badge you will be required to pay full price for a replacement.
5: You are responsible to obey the laws of: the City of Columbus, the State of Ohio, and the United States of America. For example:
Possession of alcohol by anyone under 21 is forbidden, illegal and will not be tolerated here.
6: Bladed weapons, and the safe handling thereof, are your responsibility. Keep it sheathed and keep it secured. For infractions of this rule
NO WARNING will be given to you prior to your removal from the convention.
7: DeCONpression is not responsible for any items lost or stolen during the convention. Please keep an eye on your valuables. A "Lost
and Found" area can be found in Operations if needed.
8: If you damage hotel property, you are required to pay for it.
9: Smoking is not allowed in any convention areas. Smoke in designated areas only. This includes the vaporizers(Vapes) (See Rule #5)
10: Full or partial nudity is NOT allowed in public areas where the general public may see you. Public areas may include, but are not
limited to, hallways, stairwells, elevators, pool areas, and outdoor areas. (Again, See Rule #5)
11: If you become intoxicated and as a result then become rude or annoying to other guests, we will escort you to your room if you are
staying at the hotel, or call you a cab at your own expense if you are not staying at the hotel. Please refrain from returning to the
convention areas for the duration of the evening.
12: Photography is not allowed in:
A. Parties or private rooms without the hosts’ permission
B. Barfleet Consuite without the permission of the Barfleet Commander in Charge
NOTE: By purchasing your registration you inherently grant DeCON permission to use such images or footage for archival or
promotional purposes
13: The RULE OF THERMO-NUCLEAR CASCADE REACTION: All Rules are subject to change without notice if deemed necessary
by the DeCONpression Chairperson. While some rules have been embellished for your entertainment pleasure, we take them all very
seriously and will enforce them as we deem needed for the safe and productive management of our convention. All rules are subject to
interpretation exclusively by the directors of the convention.
14: Have fun, get a really big drink, relax and enjoy the convention! Yes! It is a rule, can you deal with it?
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The Fine Print
Membership admits one adult to all basic functions and events at DeCONpression for which it
was purchased.
Some designated activities may require pre-registration and/or payment of a separate, additional
fee. In accepting this membership and in consideration of being admitted to DeCONpression, the
holder hereby:
a. Agrees to comply with all convention rules and regulations and releases DeCONpression
from any and all liability for loss or damage of any kind.
b. Authorizes and permits DeCONpression and its designees to use his/her name, voice,
and likeness and all reproduction thereof in all media now or hereafter known for all
purposes in perpetuity.
c. Agrees that he/she is not acting in any capacity for federal, state, or local authorities
while attending DeCONpression.
d. DeCONpression reserves the right to deny entry to or remove from the convention
facilities any person who, in DeCONpression’s sole absolute discretion, is behaving or
threatening to behave in a manner disruptive to the convention and/or its relation with the
hotel.
e. Membership is non-refundable and is not exchangeable for any reason.

Info
DRAWINGS
There is a ticket in your convention bag. Hang on to it! There will be drawings during the
con, concluding with the Closing Ceremony drawing at 12pm in the Worthington
Ballroom for various prizes - many valued over $50 each! Winners will be posted at
Registration – if you don’t pick it up, we’ll take it ourselves! Ticket must be present
Sunday to claim a prize!
Be sure to attend the Closing Ceremony, where we will ask for positive and constructive
feedback on the con, announce whether we will try it again, and take a vote for our “Ghost
of Honor” for next year, if we are.

The current nominees for 2016 Ghost of Honor (GOH) are:
Neil Armstrong
Ham(Chimp)

Christie McAuliffe
Laika(Dog)
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John Glenn
Marfussa(Rabbit)
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In loving memory of

Nicholas Carleton Winks
Co-founder of DeCONpression
December 30, 1947 to December 20, 2014
Also dedicated to those folks who gave us their all. The ones who inspired us
and touched our lives, either through sci-fi and fantasy work, real space
travel, or work in animation. In gratitude and in loving memory of:
Angus Scrimm, David Bowie, Alan Rickman, David Margulies,
Joe Alaskey, Edgar Mitchell, Donald E. Williams, Adrienne Corri,
Doris Roberts, Alan Young, Michu Meszaros, Anton Yelchin,
Noel Neill, Jerry Doyle, Kenny Baker, Gene Wilder, Bill Nunn,
John Glenn, Bernard Fox, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Ron Glass, Don Marshall,
Piers Sellers, Richard Adams, Linn Prentiss, Peter Weston, Sherri S. Tepper,
Ed Gorman, David A. Kyle, Katherine Dunn, Justin Leiber,
Bud Webster, David G. Hartwell, A.R. Morlan,
Carrie Fisher and her mother, Debbie Reynolds.
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Staff and Volunteers: Good News
Everyone! Hurray! We’re useful!
Chair: Linda Winks, 2nd Cat Barth
Treasurer: Jo Conway
Hotel Liaison: Jo Conway
2nd Patrick Rainbolt & Tabitha Harris
Registration: Carrie Franklin
Shell Franklin, Trace Hagemann,
Heather Motto, and Giggles
Security/Ops: Chesh, 2nd/XO Grim
Sym, Tommy, Xen NGU,
MK Kaufman, Gretchen Jackman,
Brian Jackman, Mowgli, Roomie

Vendors: Welcome and thank you!

Sponsor: Much obliged!

Tangitude Jams Artworks
Tangitude.com ColorOnMag.com
Tangitudejams.jamberry.com
Adult Coloring books, print art, nail accessories

CONcoction
http://www.clevelandconcoction.org/

Studio deSade:
The Art of Nigel Sade
http://www.nigelsade.com/
nigelsadeart@gmail.com
&
The Art of Sarah Wilkinson
http://www.sarahwilkinson.net/
sarahwilkinsonart@facebook.com

Publicity Dept: Trace Hagemann
Publicity: Melanie Roy
Website: Shell Franklin

Mr. Malaprop Design
https://mmalapropdesign.wordpress.com
Handcrafted, distinctive, lightweight impact
Toys for sale to the BDSM community.

Programming: Jason Winks
2nd Kurt Kessler
Ruthie Kessler
Phantomhawk
Special Thanks to Lemon Meringue!

Pure Romance- Rebecca-I do in home parties
for adult women. I sell bath, beauty, massage,
& relationship enhancement products.
https://www.pureromance.com/rebeccakernaghan
partieswithbecca@gmail.com

Video/Gaming:Maud’Dib
2nd Eeks
Cherry Pi, and Fearless Volunteer

Draconas Creations
https://www.facebook.com/DraconasCreations/
Corsets, Steampunk gear, skirts, and Geek Chic

Vendor’s Room: Dan Terry,
2nd Chris Kernigan

Sage’s Muse
https://www.facebook.com/SagesMuse/
paegipagan@gmail.com
Handmade bath and beauty products + jewelry

Logistics: Smurf, Tyger, Sphinx,
Cassandra Harbison, Jeremy Kohan,
MarcusDB, Amy Ripple, Rafn, Ash,
Green Nipple, 9 Tails, Playful_V,
Phantomhawk, Fkr’nut
Hospitality: Green Nipple
Food Suite: Apotheosis Sin Jones,
2nd Hope McTigue
Veronica Rohm, Ron Zacapa, Sher,
Trillian, Janet, Austen, David, Laurel
Charles, Cassandra, Green Nipple
Bar Suite: Shancara
Purchasing: Lt. Coco

Panelists not already mentioned on this page:
We thank you all most kindly for giving us
something fun to do! If I have missed anyone,
My most sincere apologies and thanks!
Guilty Pleasures:
Monkey King & Flirty
Kyrian & Veshkali
Tesla McCoy
http://www.guiltypleasures-llc.com
Ethan Dicks
http://www.columbusideafoundry.com
Mary & Corey Winks coreyawinks@gmail.com
Lucas Weese www.battleblakes.com
Ray, Lisa, & Voldie.
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Guest of Honor:
Philo Barnhart
Film Animator and Graphic Artist

and
Guest of Honor
Charles D. Moisant
Comic Book Artist and Writer

A very special Thank You to these guys
For a very last minute addition as our
Guests of Honor this year for our theme
Get Animated!
A heartfelt Thank You goes out to
Everyone who helps make DeCON
Continue to survive and even thrive.
You are all a part of a wonderful
Tribute to the life of
Nick Winks, Co-founder of the
DeCONpression convention.
He would be proud!

DeCON XIV

Friday

4pm
5pm
6pm

7pm
8pm
9pm

McGregor

Stansbury

Programming1

Programming2

Opening
Ceremonies
Linda 6pm‐
6:30pm
Battle Blakes
GOH’s Talk
GN’s/Art Class
Karaoke 9pm‐
12am

10pm

10am
11am

12pm

1pm
1:30pm
2pm

Saturday

3pm
4pm

5pm

6pm
6:30pm
7pm

Sunday

8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm

10am
11am
12pm

Coloring For
Fun and
Relaxation‐
Mary Winters‐
Meyer 11am‐
1pm
Homebrew
Mead, Wine,
Beer, etc...‐
Ray 1pm‐3pm
The Science of
Futurama‐
Ethan Dicks,
aka
Coldstones
3pm‐5pm

Pure Romance
Product
Demonstration
‐Rebecca
Kernigan 5pm‐
9pm

Rope Play‐
Monkey King
& Flirty 9pm‐
Midnight

Yoga‐Lisa
10am‐11am
Consent and
Cuddles‐Lisa
11am‐12pm
Electro Play
with the Violet
Wand‐Tesla
12pm‐1:30pm
Sensual Wax
Play‐Kyrian &
Veshkali
1:30pm‐3pm
GOH Charles
Moisant
GOH Philo
Barnhart

Quiplash and
Party Games‐
Sin 5pm‐6pm
Closed for
reception set
up
Reception‐
Linda Winks
7pm‐9pm
Closed?
A Night at the
Market LARP,
aka Slave
Auction 10pm‐
12am

Modern Swing
Dance
Lessons‐Mary
& Corey 5pm‐
6:30pm
Open/Drunk
Crafting‐Jason
6:30‐8pm
Guilty
Pleasures
Stage Show

How to Build a
Better Con‐
Linda and
crew 11am‐
11:45

Drawing Class
with Philo
Barnhart
10am‐11:45am

Various
Registration
office open
3pm‐10pm

Wright

Snow

Morison

Chase

Vendors

Video/Gaming

Barfleet

Food

3pm‐8pm

Set up/gaming
at noon
Treasure
Planet 2pm
Ratatouille
4pm The
Incredibles
6:15pm

Serving 5pmish
Decon Party
8pm
Captain’s Table
by
JO Guiness‐
Scotch 9:30pm
Report to JO in
Vendor’s room
by 7pm to join

Nom Noms
4pm‐3am

Under da Sea
Pool Party‐
Linda 12am‐
1:30am

Rocky Horror
8:45pm Xen
NGU 9pm
Heavy Metal
11pm Yellow
Submarine
12:45am

Registration
office open
10am‐9pm

9am for
gaming and
random videos

Vendor’s
Room open
11am‐7pm

A Midsummer
Night’s Dream
10am
Titan AE
11:45am
The Iron Giant
1pm
The Fantastic
Mr. Fox
3:15pm
Kubo and the
Two Strings
5pm

Saturday
Brunch with
Linda 10am‐
12pm

Nom Noms

Open for
serving at
noon
Slack Positive
Recreation
Time 12‐5pm
Drink, cards,
chat, etc…

Wine and
Cheese
Tasting by
Voldie 1pm

Mixology Class
Fleet
members have
priority for
materials

Futurama
Marathon
7pm‐9pm
Closed 7pm

My Neighbor
Totoro 9pm

Shut down for
party set up

The Wind
Rises 10:45pm

Barfleet Party
9pm Captain’s
Table by
Giggles‐
Tequila
Private after 2

Vampire
Hunter D 1am
Registration
office open
9am‐12pm

Captain’s Table
by Coldestones‐
Rum 11pm 2am
private

Vendor’s
Room open
11am‐2pm

9am gaming
and random
videos. 10am‐
All Tolkien
Animation

Nom Noms
10am‐
11:45am

